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Disc Drive Speeds
One problem which has cropped up several times in th~ last fe~ weeks is the use of
the series of eight links on front right h~nd side ot the keyboard,
The standard
BBC has nothing in these links and they are thus normally not made,
H6wever it
is an easy job to solder in an 8-way DIL switch and have access to some useful
facilities,
The most important as far as disc users are concerned are switches 4
and 5,
Most disc filing systems read the values of these two switches and use
this reading to set the speed parameters for the disc drives.
There are three
times which must be set for any particular disc drive; the step time, settle time
and head load which control the sideways and vertical movement of the read/write
head.
For modern drives the most useful parameter to change is the step time.
The head moves from the edge to the centre of the disc by means of a stepper
motor,
If the head has to move more than one track at a time then the computer
sends a series of pulses to the motor, one for each track to be moved,
It is
obviously imperative that each pulse is not sent until the head has finished its
motion from the previous pulse.
The pulses are thus delayed by the DFS and the
amount of delay is determined by the setting on the keyboard,
Because old style
disc drives took as long as 30 ms between tracks most DFSs take this as their
default value,
Modern drives however take only 6 ms and thus spend up to 24 ms
between every track waiting for something to happen.
On an eighty track disc
this takes the head two and a half seconds to traverse the disc instead of half a
second.
This may not sound very much but if the head is at the centre of the
disc when a program is requested, the head will have to travel to the edge to read
the directory, tra ~el back to the program locatLon and then read the program.
All told as much as four or five seconds can be wasted and this sort of time is
not trivial if multi accesses have to made as in most games programs, or
especially in random access routines such as databases.
The e xact setting of the
keyboard switches varies between the DFSs. available.
For Acorn the fastest speed
is selected with both links 3 and 4 made (N,B, this is bits 4 and 5 if you are
reading this as an 8-bit byte),
If you use another DFS it is worth finding out
from the user manual which settings are needed,
One interesting feature which is
included in the latest version of the Solidisc DFS (version 2.0) is a set of star
commands to change the disc timings independent of the keyboard links, If you
want to experiment you can do this with any of the DFSs by using *FX 255 which
changes the value of the links by software,
Changing the setting of link 5 will make your discs auto-boot every time you press
Break rather than when you press Shift-Break, while changing links 6,7 and 8 allow
you to select other modes than mode 7 as the default after a reset.
Links 1 and
2 are not used on the standard Acorn machine but are used by Microware for example
to indicate whether you have 40 or 80 track drives.
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